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l .  INTRODUCTION" 
In this paper, the authors examine some of the combinatorial proper- 
ties of orbits of projective planes under collineation groups. Dembowski, 
in [5], has studied in some detail the relations which can hold between a
point orbit ~ and a line orbit ~ .  Our approach ere is to associate with 
the set s  of all lines incident with two or more points of ~, and 
to look at the numerical relationships which occur. 
In Section 2, the basic concepts are defined, and some necessary condi- 
tions are derived which must hold if a collineation group with certain 
properties can exist. Section 3 discusses the insufficiency of these condi- 
tions and gives some results yielding sufficiency in some special cases; 
in addition, further necessary conditions are developed. In Section 4, 
a more detailed analysis is made of the nature of the interaction between 
and ~(~) under special conditions on the collineation group G. These 
special conditions are analogous to requiring that G be Abelian - -  class 
(A)--or of prime order - -  class (I-I)--and very detailed information is 
available under these hypotheses. Finally, Section 5 contains a num- 
ber of examples illustrating the principles discussed in the earlier 
sections. 
Standard notation for permutation groups is used throughout his 
paper. See for example [11]. 
* This work was partially supported by NSF contract No. GP 5276. 
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2. PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
Let z~ be a projective plane, let G be a finite collineation group of :r, 
and let ~ be a point orbit of G of order n: Let E = E(~) be the set of all 
lines of ~ which contain two or more points of ~, and let N = 1~ E, 
the number of lines in E. Clearly, E is invariant under G and hence 
is a union of line orbits of G. 
Next, choose P 6 ~, and let E p be the set of lines of E which contain P. 
In order to examine the structure of Ep we begin with the following def- 
initions. 
2.1. DEFINITION: For i ---- 2, 3 ..... n, let n i be the number of lines of 
Ep which contain exactly i points of ~. 
Our first result gives a fundamental connection between the set of 
ni's and n. 
2.2. LEMMA. 
n- -  1 = ~ ni( i - -  1). 
i=2 
PROOF: The number of points in ~ -- (P) is the sum of the number 
of points (3  P) on each line through P. 
We next wish to begin a study of the non-zero n~'s which occur. In 
order to do this, and in order that 2.3(i) be meaningful, we observe that 
the same set of n~'s is associated with every point of a point orbit ~. This 
follows immediately from the transitivity of G on ~. We now define the 
following important integers. 
2.3. DEFINITION. 
(i) Let I - - - - I~ be defined by I~  {i: ni ~0}.  
(ii) For i ~ / ,  let ~i = s  be the set of lines of ~ which contain i
points of ~, and define Ni = [~ i l .  
2.4. LEMMA. 
(i) N~-  nni 
i ' 
(ii) N = n Z 
for i ~ I. 
= 
ieI  
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PROOF: (i) The numbers i 9 Ni and n 9 ni are two different ways of 
counting the number of incident point-line pairs (P, L), for P 6 ~ and 
L~s  
As an important corollary to 2.4(i), we have 
2.5. COROLLARY. ilnni for aH i ~ L 
In order to study the G-orbits in s  we define the following integers: 
2.6. DEFINITION. For L 6 ~p ~ El, define t = ti(L) by 
t - - - [LG C~ ~pl ,  
the number of lines in the G-orbit of L which contain P. Note that t de- 
pends only on L a, not on L. We can now prove the following 
2.7. LEMMA (see [5], p. 62). 
(i) ni ---- ~] ti(L), summed over a set of representatives of the distinct 
G-orbits of ~i.  
(ii) Moreover, t satisfies the following equivalent conditions: 
(a) il LG] =n.  t, 
(b) t lGz l - - - - i lGp[ ,  
(c) t [Paz l= i lZG~ I. 
PROOF: (i) is trivial. (iia) is proved by noting that i 9 [ L a ] counts the 
number of incident point-line pairs (Q, M), where Q ~ ~ and M 6 L G . 
Now, n .  t counts the same set of point-line pairs since, for a given 
P 6 ~, i 9 t is the number of such pairs for 
Q e ~, Me (L a n ~p). 
But, multiplying by n to obtain the count for all points in ~, and divid- 
ing by i since each pair will have been counted i times in the process, we 
end up with the quantity n 9 t as asserted. That (iia, b, c) are equivalent 
follows from general considerations in permutation groups (see for exam- 
ple Wielandt [tl ,  p. 5]). 
As corollaries to Lemma 2.7, we have 
2.8. COROLLARY. Let t = 1. Then Gp ~_ GL, GL is transitive on the 
points of ~ contained in L, and i I n. Moreover, either all the points of 
are collinear, or every two distinct lines of L a intersect outside of ~. 
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PROOF : Since L is the only line in the G-orbit of L which contains P, g a Gio 
implies g6Gz.  From (iib) we have ]PGLI----i. [LGPI. But ILG~'I 
= 1, so I pGL [ ----- i, and GL is transitive on the points of ~ contained in L. 
That i] n follows immediately from (iia). To prove the last statement of 
the corollary note that, since L is the only line of L G containing P, 
the transitivity of G on ~ implies that every point of P is incident with 
exactly one line of L G . 
2.9. REMARKS: Let us again point out the dependence of the set I and 
the {ni} on ~ and their independence of the particular point P. Thus, we 
are discussing invariants of the transitivity classes under G. Moreover, 
the preceding discussion can be dualized: instead of starting with a 
point orbit ~, we could start with a line orbit 9J/and make the dual def- 
initions for I and ni 9 Finally, given ~ and a line orbit ~9/ c ~i(~), and 
t = t~(~0/), then i ---- (~, 93/) and t = (~I/, ~) are the incidence numbers 
of [5]. 
3. SUFFICIENCY AND EXISTENCE 
For a given n, there are many sets I and {ni : i ~ I} such that (2.2) 
n --  1 = Y~ n~(i - -  1) and (2.5) i lnni are satisfied. For example, i fn = 13, 
then there are 5 distinct possibilities for I and {ni}. Which of these sets 
actually arise from a G-orbit of a projective plane ~, for some ~ and G? 
In order to discuss this question in more detail, we make the following 
definitions. 
3.1. DEFINITION. A homogeneous incidence structure {~, ~) consists of 
a set ~ of points, a set ~ of lines, and an incidence relation, which sat- 
isfy the following conditions: (1) two points of ~ are incident with 
exactly one line of 4; (2) any line of ~ is incident with at least two points 
of ~ and two lines o f t  intersect in at most one point of ~; (3) the sets 
Iio and {ni : i 6 Ip )  defined as in Section 2 relative to a point P, are iden- 
tical, respectively, for each P 6 ~. The collineation group G of {~, ~} 
is defined in the obvious manner. 
Clearly, the configurations {~, s arising as G-orbits of ~ satisfy this 
definition. In fact, most of the results of Sections 2 and 3 are conditions 
about homogeneous incidence structures. Note, however, that we do 
not require the group of a homogeneous incidence structure to be tran- 
sitive on the points. 
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We can now divide the original question into two parts: 
(1) When are the given sets I and {n~} associated with some homo- 
geneous incidence structure {~, E}? 
(2) Given such a structure {~, ~}, when can it be embedded in a 
projective plane n such that n has a finite collineation group G having 
as an orbit? 
Note that the dual object could be defined and the dual question asked. 
The second question seems more difficult. Of course, a homogeneous 
incidence structure {~, s can be embedded in an infinite plane, namely 
the free plane n* generated by {~, ~} [7]. Moreover, ~ is an orbit of 
some group of n* if and only if the group of {~, s is transitive on ~. 
When {~, s can be embedded in a finite plane seems much more dif- 
ficult. 
However, there are two extreme cases of incidence structures which 
occur frequently in planes. The first is the case I ~ {n} with nn---- 1, 
in which case ~ is called linear. This case or its dual occurs whenever G 
has fixed elements in n. The second is the case I ---- {2} with n2 = n -- 1. 
In this situation, ~ has the property that every line of n intersects 
in at most two points, and ~ is called an n-arc. Hence, this case is equiv- 
alent to the existence of a transitive n-arc in n. In particular, if G fixes 
an oval ~ of n, then every G-orbit in ~ is a transitive arc. In the table 
of examples (Section 5) there are transitive arcs not contained in ovals 
(p= 11, q----67, 89; p---- 13, q---- 53, 79); and for p----31, q=32 
there is a transitive 31-arc contained in an oval which is not obtained from 
a conic. (See [9] for a discussion of arcs, ovals, and conics.) 
Although conditions sufficient o ensure that I and {hi} occur in a 
plane n seem to be very difficult, one special case can be handled very 
easily (also see (3.9) below). 
3.2. THEOREM. Let I = {a} and n~ ---- or, for  a ~ 3. Then I and {n~} 
are associated with a plane z~ and a collineation group G i f  and only i f  z~ 
has a subplane of  order a -- 1 on which G acts transitively. 
PROOF: By definition of 2, two points of ~ determine a line of s From 
(2.4), 1~1=-n. Moreover, each point P of ~ is the intersection of 
a(a -- 1)/2 pairs of lines of ~ and hence ~ contains the intersection of 
na(a -  1)/2 distinct pairs of lines from s Since ot (a -  1)= n -  1 
from (2.2), ~ accounts for all of the n(n -- 1)/2 intersections of pairs of 
lines of ~. Therefore, two lines of s determine a point of ~. Finally to 
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see that the subplane {~, s is non-degenerate, it suffices to examine the 
list of degenerate planes [8] and find no candidate among them for the 
case a > 2 (if a = 2 then we have a triangle), Clearly the order of 
{~, ~} is a -- 1, and G induces a collineation group of {~, s which is 
transitive both on ~ and on ~. 
Theorem 3.2 can be stated in a slightly different form not mention- 
ing n, .  
3.2. TrlEOREM. Let  I=  {a} with n = a 2 -- a + 1, for  n > 3. Then I 
and {n~} are associated with a plane ~ and a group G i f  and only i f  z~ has a 
subplane o f  order a -- 1 on which G acts transitively. 
PROOF: First, (n, a )= 1 so that a < ta _< n from (2.7). Then from 
(2.2), na ---- a and the proof proceeds as in (3.2). 
Theorem 3.2 gives many non-trivial examples of sets /and  {hi} sat- 
isfying (2.2) and (2.5) which cannot correspond to any homogeneous 
incidence structure. Let a -- 1 be any Bruck-Ryser number (for example 
a----7) [4]. Then the set I----- {a}, with n~=a and n----a 2 -a+ 1 
satisfy (2.2) and (2.5), but the non-existence of a plane of order a -- 1 
implies the non-existence of the desired homogeneous incidence structure. 
Let us return to the first question about he existence of a homogeneous 
incidence structure {~, s associated with the sets land  {hi}. In addition 
to the examples of (3.2), there are trivial examples which show that the 
conditions of (2.2) and (2.5) are not sufficient to ensure the existence of a 
structure {~,~}. For example, let n = 10, I=  {2, 5}, n2 = 1, and 
n5 ---- 2. By drawing a figure, one easily sees that such a configuration 
cannot exist. By considering examples of this sort, one is led to additional 
necessary conditions for the existence of {~, ~}, which relate n, an ele- 
ment k in / ,  and nk 9 We begin with the following lemma. 
3.3. LEMMA. Let  {~, ~} be a non-linear homogeneous incidence struc- 
ture, let n = I ~ I, and let k ~ I~ . Then: 
(i) k < Zi~z (ni); and 
(ii) nk(k -- 2) -k k < n -- 1. Hence 
(iii) k < (n + I)/2. Moreover, if n > 3 then k < n/2. 
In addition, (ii) also implies that: 
(iv) k<(n- -3 ) / (nk+l )§  and nk<_(n - -3 ) / (k - -2 ) - -  1 
i f  k>2.  
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PROOF: (i) Let P ~ ~, let M be a k-line through P, let Q be a point 
of ~ not on M, and let L ---- PQ. There exists a k-line L '  through Q which 
is distinct from L. This is clear if L is not a k-line. I f  L is a k-line, then 
nk > 1 and so L'  exists. The k points of L' determine k lines of t~p and 
hence k _< [t~p] = ~g ni. 
(ii) and (iv) There are s = n -- 1 -- nk(k -- 1) points of ~ which lie 
on none of the nk k-lines of Ep. Each additional line of t~p contains at 
least one of these s points. So I t~p ] < nk + s. From (i), k < [t~e I , 
so k<n~+s.  Therefore, nk(k - -2 )+k<n- -  1. From this, nk 
< (n -- 3)/(k -- 2) -- 1 if k > 2. Similarly, k _< (n -- 3)/(nk + 1)+2. 
(iii) Finally, since nk _> 1, (ii) implies that k < (n + 1)/2. Let 
k = (n + 1)/2. In Figure 1, let M be a k-line through P, let L'  be a k-line 
l tM 
FIGURE 
through Q, and let L '  N M = R. Then R is in ~ since otherwise ] ~ l  
> n + 1 ; thus every point of ~ lies on L or M. Hence k < I t~n I = 2, 
and n = 3. 
Our next lemma gives some necessary conditions in quadratic form. 
3.4. LEMMA. Let {~, ~} be a non-linear homogeneous incidence struc- 
ture, let [ ~ I = n, and let k ~ L Moreover, let 1 < nk < k. Then: 
(i) k s + (nk -- 1)z < 2n -- 1. In particular, 
(ii) / fnk=2 then k s + k < 2n; 
(iii) t fnk=3 then k 2+2k-  1 < 2n. 
PROOF: Let P1 6 ~ and let L1 ..... L~ be the k-lines through P1. 
These nk lines contain nk(k -- 1) + 1 points of ~. Let P~, P2, -.., Pk 
be the points of ~ on La 9 Consider P2 and each of the nk -- 1 k-lines 
(~ Li) through P2 9 Each of these lines contains k points of ~, at most 
nk of which are contained in the k-lines of P1 9 So the k-lines of Pz contain 
at least (nk -- 1) (k -- nk) points of ~ which are not contained in the 
k-lines of Px. Next, the n~-  1 k-lines (=/= L~) of Pa contain at least 
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(nk -- 1 ) (k  -- (2nk -- 1)) points of ~ which are not contained in the 
k-lines of P1 and P2 9 Continuing, we see that the k-lines of P1 .... , Pk 
contain at least 
$ 
f ( s )  = (nk(k  - -  1) + 1) + (nk -- 1) ~1 [k -- ( ink - -  ( i  - -  1))] 
i=1 
points of ~, where s satisfies: 
k - -1  
s < - - < s +  1 (note that this implies s<k- -  1). (3.5) 
nk - -  1 - -  
Simplifying the expression for f (s), we see that: 
n >f (s )  = nk(k  - -  1) q- 1 q- (1 /2 )s (nk  - -  1)[2k -- s (nk  - -  1) - - (nk+l ) ] .  
(3.6) 
Substituting the inequalities for s of (3.5) in (3.6) we obtain: 
n > nk(k  - -  1) -f- 1 q-- ( I /2)(k -- nk) 2, 
and hence (i) 2n -- 1 > k s + (nk -- 1)3. I f  nk = 2 or 3, then solving 
(3.5) exactly for s and substituting in (3.6) yields (ii) and (iii). 
3.7. COROLLARY. Let  1 < nk < k .  Then:  
( i )  nk(n~ - -  1) ~ n - -  1; 
(ii) k s ~ 2(n -- 1). 
PROOF: Substitute the inequalities k > nk and nk > l, respectively, 
in (3.2i). 
Finally, combining the previous results, we have the following theorem, 
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3.8. THEOREM. Let {~,~} be a non-linear homogeneous incidence 
structure, let I ~ I = n, and let nk > 1. Then k s ~ 2(n -- 1). 
PROOF: If  k > nk, use (3.7). Now assume k < nk 9 I f  also k > 2, 
then from (3.3iv), k s -k<n-  1, so that k s<k sq - (k  s -2k)< 
2(n -- 1) since k s - 2k > 0. Finally, if 2 =- k < nk, then k s ~ 2(n- - l )  
since otherwise n = 2, which is impossible. 
Let us reconsider the example n = 10, and I = {2, 5}. (3.7) implies 
n5 = 1 and hence nz --  5. Homogeneous incidence structures for this 
case exist in planes with collineation groups transitive on their points 
(see Section 5). In fact, let us consider the more general case, k = n/2 
and n > 4. Then (3.4) implies that n~ = 1 if n > 8. I f  n = 4, then k = 2, 
n~ = 3, and these numbers are associated with a configuration, namely, 
a quadrangle. I f  n = 6, then (3.4) implies n3 = 1 or 2. I f  nz = 2, then 
I=  {2, 3}, and n2 = 1. Moreover, there is a configuration associated 
with these numbers, namely, the projective plane of order 2 minus one 
of its points (see 3.9 below). Hence, this configuration is unique and has 
a transitive collineation group. In all other cases, k = n/2 implies 
n k = 1. In these cases, there exists a configuration {~, ~}, where s 
consists of two k-lines which intersect in a point outside ~, and (n/2) 2 
2-lines joining all pairs of points on the two k-lines, respectively. This 
configuration can be embedded in a Desarguesian plane n, and its col- 
lineation group in zl is transitive on ~ (see Section 5). Finally, we con- 
sider briefly the condition nk = 1 for some k~ L F rom (2.5), kin; 
hence if {~, E} is an associated configuration, then t~ contains n/k 
k-lines any two of which intersect outside ~. Examples of  this type of 
configuration are given in Section 5. 
The example n = 6, I = {2, 3 }, n2 ----- 1, and n a = 2 discussed above, 
suggests a result similar to (3.2). 
3.9. THEOREM. Let I=- {c~, a + 1}, n, = I, and na+i = c~ (so that 
n = a s -k (z)for a > 2. Then there exists a homogeneous incidence struc- 
ture { ~, P~) associated with I and {ni}, if and only if there exists a projective 
plane z~ of order ~. In fact, any configuration {~, ~} satisfying these con- 
ditions is isomorphic to a plane ~ minus one of its points. 
PROOF: The proof  of  3.9 is almost exactly the same as the proof of 3.2. 
The following two theorems are similar in nature and proof  to 3.2 and 
3.9, and we shall prove only one of  them. 
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3.10. THEOREM. Let I = {c~), n~ = ~ q- 1 (so that n = c~ 2 and N~ 
= c~(~ q -1) ) fo r  o~ 2. Then euery homogeneous incidence structure 
{~, 4} associated with I and {hi) is an affine plane of order ~. 
PROOF: It is sufficient o prove the parallel axiom. Let P ~ ~, L 6 4, 
and P # L. Since na = ~ + 1 and L is an a-line, there is at least one line 
through P which intersects L outside of ~. Suppose there are two such 
lines. Now every line of 4 has at least c~ -- 1 "parallels" in 4, and L has 
at least c~. Hence, of the (~ + c 0 (~2 q_ c~ -- 1)/2 pairs of lines in 4, 
at least ~(~ + 1) (~ -- 1)/2 § 1 intersect outside ~, so at most 
~(~§  1) (~z§  1 ) /2 - -a (~§  1 ) (~- -  1) /2- -  1 
= a(~ + 1)~z /2  - -  1 = 6~3(~ + 1) /2  - -  I 
intersect in ~. But the points of ~ are the intersections of 
~2(~ + 1)~/2 = as(~ § 1)/2 
pairs of lines of 4. This contradicts the assumption that there are two 
lines through P parallel to M. 
3.11. THEOREM. Let n = ~2 _ 1, I ~ {a, ~ -- 1 }, na = a, n~-i = 1. 
Then any homogeneous incidence structure associated with I and (n~} 
is an affine plane of order ot minus one of its points. 
NOTE: For the incidence structures described in 3.9, 3.10, and 3.11, 
it is possible that (~, 4} can be embedded in a plane ~ without this 
embedding extending to the projective plane determined by {~, 4} 
(e.g., let z~ be the free plane generated by {~, 4}). 
The similar results (3.2), (3.9), (3.10), and (3.11) suggest hat there 
should be a general theorem covering the removal of various elements 
from a projective plane and obtaining a unique homogeneous incidence 
structure, but the authors know no such general result. 
To conclude this section, we restate some of the properties of these 
incidence structures in the notation of (0, 1)-matrices in the hope that 
such a viewpoint might lead to a deeper understanding of the subject 
and perhaps yield stronger necessary or sufficient conditions. 
Let {~, 4)  be a homogeneous incidence structure with associated 
sets land  {n~} and let s = Y, ni. Choose P and Q in ~ and suppose PQ 
is a k-line. Let Lo .... , L,_I and Mo, ..., M,_I be the lines of 4p and 4q,  
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respectively, where L0 = Mo. Consider the s -- 1 square (0, 1)-matrix 
,4 = (aij) defined by aij = 1 if Li n M~ is in ~, otherwise a~5 ----- 0. 
Thus there is a 1-1 correspondence b tween the l 's of A and the points 
of ~ not in Lo. Let B = AA ~" = (bij). Then bii = j -- 1 if Li is a j-line, 
and b~ is the number of lines in s which intersect both Li and L 3 in 
points of ~. Thus the sum Of the entries in the i-th row of B is the total 
number of points (~ Q) on the lines of s which intersect L i in ~. 
Similarly, 
t race(B)= -- k q- Y, n j ( j - -  1 )=n- -  k. 
j~I 
And the sum of all the entries in B is 
( Y,, n j ( j - -  1) 2 ) - -  (k - -  1) a. 
jeI  
4. THE CLASSES (A) AND (/~) 
From (2.5) and (2.7), ilnn ~ and ilnt~. It is natural to ask when does 
i lni, i[t~? Of course, if ilt~ for all t i ,  then ilni from (2.7i). However, if 
i~t i ,  for some of the ti, then it would seem to be very difficult to decide 
whether ilni 9 Therefore, we restrict ourselves to asking when the relation 
i lti holds. 
4.1. DEFINITION. A permutation group H on a set S is called regular 
on an orbit T _ S i f / / ,  = Hb for all a, b 6 T[11, p. 8]. 
Let G be a collineation group of z~, ~ a point orbit of G, ~ a line orbit 
contained in ~i(~) for i 6 I~,  and t = h(93~) as in Section 2. Our next 
result begins a classification of some of the situations which can occur. 
4.2. THEOREM. Let G be a regular permutation group both on ~ and on 
9Jl. Then either ti = 1 or t~ = i. 
PROOF: Since G is regular on 93~, L 6 93/implies GL fixes every line of 
93/. I f  t :/: 1, then GL fixes P (since two lines of 9J/meet in P), so GL ~-- Gp. 
Dually, i~2  implies Gp ~_ GL. Hence, GL=Gp,  and i=  t from 
(2.7ii). 
4.3. COROLLARY. Let G be an Abelian group. Then either ti = 1 or 
t i=  i. 
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PROOF: I f  G is Abelian, then G is regular on each G-orbit of ~. 
4.4. DEFINITION. Recall that we have called a point orbit ~ linear if 
there exists a line which contains every point of ~. Dually, a line orbit 
is called linear (or concurrent) if there exists a point which is contained 
in each line of 4. In particular, a fixed point or line of G constitutes a
linear orbit. 
The next theorem discusses an even more special case than 4.2, and 
obtains sharper esults. 
4.5. THEOREM. Let G be an Abelian collineation group, and ~ an orbit 
with I ~ I = P, a prime. Then either ~ is a linear orbit or ti ---- i, for  every 
i~  I~ .  
PROOF: From 4.3, t ~- 1 or t = i. Assume t 3&i, so t = 1. Then 2.7 
implies that ilp, and since i ~ 2, we must have i = p, and ~ is linear as 
asserted. 
Observe that Theorem 4.5 applies in particular to any collineation 
group G where I G I = P, a prime. Thus, we immediately have the follow- 
ing corollary. 
4.6. COROLLARY. I f  [ G [ ---- p, a prime, and i f  an orbit, ~,  o f  G is not 
linear, then i lni for every i ~ I x . 
Theorems 4.2 and 4.5 lead naturally to the consideration of the most 
general groups satisfying the conclusions of these theorems. Accordingly, 
we make the following definitions: 
4.7. DEFINITIONS. 
(i) The class (A) will consist of all pairs (G, z0, G a collineation group 
of ~, satisfying the following condition: given any orbit (point or line) ~, 
any i ~ IX ,  and t = t i (~) ,  for ~ _~ s then either t ---- i or t = 1. 
(ii) The class ( I I )  consists of all pairs (G, z~) satisfying the condition: 
given any (point or line) orbit ~, any i ~ I x , and t = t i (~),  for 
~i(~), then either t = i or ~ is linear. 
Note that (I-I) _ (A). 
The remainder of this section will be devoted to studying the classes 
(A) and (H), under the hypothesis that the planes under discussion are 
finite. This has not been necessary heretofore, but we cannot avoid it 
any longer. 
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If (G, n) ~ (I I)  and if ~ is a non-linear point orbit, then for any 
i ~ I~ ,  i ----- ti, so i ~ I~,  for 9Jl _ s Suppose that i is the maximal 
element in I~ ,  and let j be the maximal element in I~ .  Then j > i. If 
j > i then there exists a point orbit ~'(associated with 9~) such that 
j e I~,. Continuing, we have a bounded (by finiteness) increasing se- 
quence, i < j < 9 9 9 < k, and the maximal element k occurs both in I~ 
and I~t for some point and line orbits ~ and ~. Thus we have proved: 
4.8. LEMMA. Let (G, zl)~ (I~). I f  G has a non-linear point (or line) 
orbit, then there exists a point orbit ~ and line orbit 9~ with k = max Is 
= max Ig t . Moreover, ~ ca_ s and tk(N)= k. (In the notation of 
[5] (~, ~) = (~, ~)  = k.) 
Our next result is a generalization of a theorem of Baer [1] on invo- 
lutions in finite planes. 
4.9. THEOREM. Let (G, ~) ~ (II). I f  every point orbit of G is linear, 
then every line orbit of G is concurrent, and either G is a group of (C, L)- 
perspectivities, or G fixes a square-root subplane. 
PROOF: By Lemma 4.8, if every point orbit is linear, then every line 
orbit is concurrent, and, by duality, the converse is also true. Now, let P 
be any non-fixed point under G. Then the line determined by the G-orbit 
of P is a fixed line under G. On the other hand, if P is a fixed point under 
G, we need only find another fixed point, Q, in z~ and P 9 Q will be a fixed 
line containing P. To this end, let L be a non-fixed line which does not 
contain P (there must be some such lines, or G would fix all of ~r). Then 
the G-orbit of L is concurrent, and all the elements in this orbit meet in 
the fixed point Q :7~ P. Thus, we have shown that every point lies on a 
fixed line, and, by duality, every line contains a fixed point. The proof is 
now exactly as in [1] that the fixed elements under G either form a square- 
root subplane or consist of a point C, a line L, all the points on L, and 
all the lines containing C. In this latter case, every collineation in G will 
be a (C, L)-perspectivity. 
A counterexample to the dual of Theorem 4.9 under the hypothesis 
(G, z 0 ~ (A) is given by the group G of all translations of a translation 
plane n, so we see that the hypothesis (G, z 0 ~ (I I)  is necessary. 
In order to continue the discussion of the class (I-I) we introduce the 
following notation: 
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4.10. DEFINITIONS :
(1) Let ~ and ~J~ be a point and line orbit, respectively, of G. We say 
is connected to ~J~, written ~ -~ ~il, if ~J~ _c ~(~). 
(2) Let 5 be a set of point orbits and line orbits of G. Define 5 to be 
a connected set if for ~,  ~ '  e 5, there exists a sequence ~ ~- ~x,  ~2,  
.... ~8 ~ ~'  of elements of 5, such that for each j(1 ~ j ~ s -- 1) 
either ~ j  -+ ~3+x or ~j+l  ---~ ~ j .  A connected set 5 is a maximal connected 
set if 5 is not contained in any larger connected set. 
If  (G, ~) e (l-I) and if 5 is a maximal connected set containing a fixed 
element, say {L}, then 5 has a particularly simple form. 
4.11. LEMMA. I f  (G, ~) ~ (1]) and 5 is a maximal connected set of G 
containing a f ixed line L, then 5 consists of L and the non-trivial point 
orbits of L. 
PROOF: Let ~ be a point orbit of 5 such that ~ -+ {L}. Then ~ is a 
subset of the points of L and ~ is non-trivial. Suppose that ~ e 5 is a 
line orbit such that ~ --+ ~, Let P ~ ~ contain i ~ 2 lines of ~I)~. Since 
~J/is not linear (because ~ is non-trivial) G ~ ( I])  implies that any line 
M of ~ (through P) contains i points of ~. This is impossible, since 
is linear. Therefore ~)~ +-~ ~ for any line orbit ~lJ~. 
Continuing our study of the class (l-i), we turn to the consideration 
of the normalizer of G in the full collineation group of the plane z. 
Given (G, ~), let K ---- ~(G) ,  where ~ is the group of all collineations 
of 7~. Clearly K permutes G-orbits and connected sets of ~. Moreover, the 
sets I and {n~ : i e I} are invariant over all of the G-orbits which make 
up a K-orbit of z. In the case where a maximal connected set for G con- 
sists of a single point orbit and a single line orbit of K, much more can be 
concluded. 
4.12. LEMMA. Let (G, ze) e (I~), let 5 be a maximal non-linear connected 
set for G, and let K = ~r 
(i) Let the points of 5 be contained in a point orbit ~K of K, and let 
the lines of 5 be contained in a line orbit 5K of K. Then the set I is invariant 
over all G-orbits, (point or line), in ~K U 5K. However the sets {ni} 
may differ for point orbits of ?~K and line orbits of 5K . 
(ii) Moreover, if there exists a duality which normalizes G and which 
maps some G point orbit of ~r~ into 5K , then the sets {ni} and {ti} are 
invariant on ?~K U 5K. 
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PROOF: [~ and I~ are invariant for point and line G orbits of ~ 
and (~K, respectively, from the transitivity of K. Moreover, for i 6 I~,  
with ~ 6 ~, there exists ~ ~ ~ such that ~_~ ff~(~) and t i (~) :  i 
(by the maximality of E). Thus, i 6 I~. Hence I~ _~ I~. Dually, I~ _ I~, 
so I~ : I~, proving (i). The second statement is completely straight- 
forward. 
Finally, the class (I]) can be characterized in terms of the size of the 
orbits of G, as follows. 
4.13. THEOREM. (G, ~) ~ (I-l) /f and only if each maximal connected 
set ~ satisfies one of the following conditions: 
O) ~,  ~ '  ~ ~ implies I ~ [ = I ~ '  1 9 
(ii) ~ consists of a f ixed line and the nontrivial point orbits of this line. 
(iii) The dual of (ii). 
PROOF: Let (G, :~) 6 (I-I). If ~ does not satisfy (ii) or (iii), then no 
orbit in ~ is linear by (4.11). Hence if ~--~ 9J/in ~ and if 9J/ _~ ~i(~), 
then tr = i. In particular, I ~ ] = I 93/[ from (2.7). Now ~ and ~ '  
are joined by a sequence of orbits of ~ ,  and each pair of adjacent orbits 
have the same size. Hence ]~ I =- I~ '  I 9 
Conversely, let every maximal connected set ~ satisfy (i), (ii), or (iii). 
Let ~ and ~ '  ~ ~ with ~ --+~'. If ] ~ [ = [~'  [, then by (2.7) i = t. 
If I ~ ] 3 ~= [~ '  ], then ~ must satisfy (ii) or (iii) and hence ~ is linear, as 
required. Hence (G, :~) 6 (YI). 
The class (A) seems more difficult o deal with in general, but a simple 
sufficiency condition is possible. 
4.14. THEOREM. (G, ~) ~ (A) if each connected set (~ satisfies:~, ~'  non- 
linear in ~ implies I ~ I = I ~'  I 9 
PROOF: To show (G, n) 6 (A), we need only consider the case ~ --+ ~' .  
Then, if ~ is linear, then t= 1. If ~ is non-linear, then ~ '  is non- 
linear and [~ l= I~'1 implies by (2.7) that t= i ,  completing the 
proof. 
F. Piper has given an example to show that 4.14 is not a necessary 
condition. Let n = PG(2,2 ~) and 0 = PG(2,2), so that 0 ___ n. Then 
if a is the cyclic group of order 21 on the points of n [10] and/3 is 
an involution fixing every point of ~, then G = (a~,/3) is of order 14 
and G 6 (A), but G does not satisfy the condition of 4.14. 
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5. EXAMPLES 
This section will illustrate the variety of sets I and {ni} which arise out 
of collineation groups. Most of the examples consist of a collineation 
group of prime order in a Desarguesian plane, but some cases in (A)-(I-[) 
are discussed. Many of the computations will make use of well-known 
results concerning finite fields and some of the standard groups associat- 
ed with them (e.g., PGL3(q), GLa(q)). 
Let n be the Desarguesian projective plane of order q ---- r j', r a prime, 
and let F ---- GF(q). Let n be represented by a three-dimensional vector 
space V3(F) as follows: the points and the lines of n are both represented 
by one-dimensional subspaces of Vs(F), and a point Fv is incident with 
the line Fw (for v = (Vl, v2, v3), w = (Wl, w2, W3) e V3(F)) if and only 
if v 9 w = Y~i v~w~ = 0. (It is also convenient to think of the line Fw 
as the two-dimensional subspace perpendicular to w, in which case inci- 
dence is interpreted as subspace inclusion.) Let H be the subgroup of 
PGL~(q) which fixes the three points F(0, 0, 1), F(1, 0, 0), and F(0, 1, 0). 
Then H is an Abelian group of order (q -- 1)3 and every element of H 
can be represented uniquely by a diagonal matrix of the form diag(/z,r, 1), 
for/~, ~(~(= 0) in F. The group H presents us with our first interesting 
example, as we see in the following lemma. 
5.1. LEMMA. He (A)  - -  ( I ] ) .  H has s ix  linear point orbits (including 
f ixed  points) and one non-linear point  orbit ~ with [P[  = (q -- 1) 3. 
Moreover  I~3 = {q - -  2, q - -  1 }, nq-2 = q --  2, and nq_l = 3. Finally, 
tq_2 = q --  2, while tq_l = 1. 
PROOF: The six linear orbits are the three fixed points and the three non- 
trivial linear orbits consisting of the non-fixed points on each of the three 
fixed lines determined by the three fixed points. The group H is transi- 
tive on the remaining (q -  1) 3 points which comprise ~. For any 
P ~ ~ and L a t~p, L contains q -- 1 points of ~ if L contains one of 
the fixed points. Otherwise, L contains q -  2 points of ~. Clearly, 
tq_l(L) = 1 for each L joining P to a fixed point, so nq_l = 3. Finally, 
the transitivity of H on the (q -- 1)~ lines containing no fixed point im- 
plies tq_2 = nq_2 = q -- 2. Finally, H 6 (A) since H is Abelian, and 
tq_ 1 y / :q -  1 for ~ implies H~ (I-[). 
There even exist cyclic subgroups of H which are not in (H)  if q - 1 
is not prime. For example, let G be generated by diag(;t, ;t k, 1) where 2 
is of o rderq - -  1, k]q--  1, and 1 <k<q- -  1. Then 
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diag (2 (q-1)/~, 1, 1) ~ G. 
For any F(x, y, 1) in a non-linear point orbit ~, the associated line 
L c ~(~)  determined by 
F(x, y, 1) and F(x  2(q-1)/~:, y 1) 
contains the fixed point F(1, 0, 0), and for this line t (L )= 1. Thus 
G~ (H). 
The translation group To f~ is also not in (F[). In fact, if ~ is the non- 
linear point orbit of T, then I~ = {q), nq = q § 1, and tq = 1. 
Next we discuss two more examples of configurations in (A) -- (H). 
In Section 3, we discussed configurations {~, ~) for which n/2 ~ I, 
and more generally for which nk = 1 for some k 6 I. Many of these 
configurations can be embedded in Desarguesian planes. First, let 
k ~-- n/2 and n~ = 1. Then I = {2, k} and n2 = k. Choose q such that 
k ]q - -  1 and le t2~Fwi th2  k= 1. Let G=(a)  with 
0 
and let ~ = pG where P = F(1, 0, 1). Then ~ and the associated g have 
as I and {n~} the above sets. Second, consider I with n~ = 1 for some 
k ~ I. Then kin from (2.5); let n = ku. Further, let us assume that 
(k, u)]2. Construct ~ as follows. Choose q such that k lq -  I and 
u]q -? 1 (if (k, u) = 2, then choose q such that the power of 2 in k ex- 
actly divides q -- 1). Let G = (~) where ~ is any linear transformation 
of order n of the Desarguesian affine plane n of order q, and let ~ = pa 
for P 4: (0, 0), the origin, in ~. Then J = (a u) is a group of ((0, 0), L~)- 
homologies of n of order k, and G/J permutes the lines of n through 
(0, 0) regularly. Hence {~, ~} has the required properties. 
Finally, before turning to the class ( I I ) ,  we construct a transitive homo- 
geneous incidence structure which is not in (A); we have not attempted 
to embed this structure in a plane. Let n = 15, k = 5 6 I. Then (3.4) 
implies n5 ~ 2. If  ns = 1, then {~, ~} exists as above. Suppose n5 = 2. 
Then a transitive homogeneous incidence structure {~, ~} exists with 
I=  {2,5}, and n2=6,  as follows. Let ~= {P i : l< i< lS} ,  and 
let s = {E~ : 1 < i < 6}. We shall use the notation L~ = {j) to mean 
the {P~} are the points of Li which are in ~. Then let 
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L I= {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}, 
L2 = {1, 6, 7, 8, 9), 
L3 = {2, 6, 11, 13, 15)i 
L~ = {3, 7, 10, 12, 15}, 
L5 = {4, 8, 10, 11, 14}, 
L6 -~ {5, 9, 12, 13, 14). 
Let 0, q~ be permutations of ~ defined in cyclic notation by: 
0 = (1, 10, 9, 11, 5, 15) (2, 3, 7, 8, 14, 13) (4, 12, 6). 
and 
= (1, 2, 3, 4, 5) (6, 15, 10, 14, 9) (7, 11, 12, 8, 13). 
Then 0 and ~0 are collineations of {~, E}, 0 and ~0 as permutations 
of E5 are given by 
0 = (1 ,4 ,2 ,5 ,6 ,3 )  and ~=- (1)(2,3,4,  5,6), 
and finally the group G generated by 0 and q~ is transitive on ~ and :E~. 
Hence t 5 = n5 = 2, so {~, E} ~ (A). Therefore, G is non-Abelian from 
(4.5). 
Note that, in each of the above examples, the line orbits corresponding 
to t = 1 are linear (concurrent). It would be interesting to have an exam- 
ple in which t = 1 but where the corresponding line orbits are not 
linear. 
Added in Proof: F. Piper has pointed out that the group G defined in the last 
paragraph of Section 4 is such an example. 
Before discussing some examples of groups in (1~) we establish some 
notation and recall some well-known facts about finite Desarguesian 
planes and finite fields. In what follows, q = rl where r is a prime andf  
an integer ~ 1. The group PGL3(q) = GL3(q)/Z where Z is the center 
of GL3(q) , the group of 3 • 3 non-singular matrices over the finite field 
F, with q elements. Also, 
]PGL~(q)] = q3(q2 + q _~ 1) (q -]- 1) (q -- 1) 2 ,
and PGL3(q) has cyclic subgroups of order q2 + q + 1 and q2 _ 1 [6]. 
Hence, i fp  is a prime (> 3) and p]q2 + q § 1 or p[q § 1, then there 
exists exactly one conjugacy class of subgroups of order p, by the Sylow 
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theorems. The class structure for subgroups of order p where p ] q -- 1 
or p = r is described below. 
Next, let g be a conic represented by a symmetric matrix C ~ GL3(q). 
The self-conjugate points of g0 .e ,  points P such that PCP ~' = 0) are 
called the "points of the conic." The points of a conic have the property 
that no three lie on a l ine--they form a q -t- 1-arc. The subgroup of 
PGL3(q) which fixes t~, i.e., which permutes the points of if, has order 
q(q~ -- 1) and is triply transitive on the points of I~. This is called the 
"group o fg , "  and its subgroups, the "subgroups o fg . "  Finally, PGL3(q) 
is transitive on the conics of ~ [9]. 
We now have the results for the remaining classes of subgroups of 
prime order of PGL3(q). 
5.2. LEMMA. Let p = r > 2. Then there exist two conjugacy classes 
of subgroups of order p; one consists of elations, and the other consists of 
subgroups of conics. 
PROOF: Let av = 1, where ~ ~ PGL3(q). Then there exists a 3 • 3 
matrix A ~ GL3(q) such that A represents c~ and A ~ =/ ,  since (iv, q -- 1) 
= 1. Hence, all the eigenvalues of A must be 1, so A is conjugate ither 
to 
AI= 1 
0 
or to 
A2~ 1 , 
1 
by the theorems on Jordan normal form. The matrix A1 represents an 
elation of ~, At :F(x, y, 1) ~ F(x + y, y, 1), so the class of At consists 
of elations. A2 fixes the conic given by 
C= --1 12  , 
1/2 
since A2CA2 ~' -= C. Hence, the class containing A2 consists of subgroups 
of conics. 
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5.3. LEMMA. Let p ] q -- 1 where p ~ 3, and let 0 ~ 0 or 1 as 3-~p -- 1 
or 3 I P -- 1, respectively. Then PGL3(q) contains 2 + 0 q- (p -- 5 -- 20)/6 
classes of  subgroups of  order p. One class consists of  all the homologies 
of  order p, and a second class consists of  all the subgroups of  conics of 
order p. 
PROOF: We will show first that it is sufficient to find the classes of sub- 
groups in H, the diagonal matrices 
{diag(2, #, 1)} (2, #::/::0) 
under K, its normalizer in PGL3(q). For I HI  = (q - 1) 2, so i fp ] q - 1 
then p'~q q- 1, p'~q~ + q + 1, so H contains a p-Sylow subgroup, and 
any subgroup of PGL3(q) of order p is conjugate to a subgroup o f  H. 
Now, H is the subgroup of PGL3(q) fixing the three points F(1, 0, 0), 
F(0, 1, 0) and F(O, O, 1), so Kis the subgroup of PGL3(q) which permutes 
the three points among themselves. Next, let G1 and G2 be two subgroups 
of H which are of order pl(q -- 1) and which are conjugate in PGL3(q) 
but not in K. Then G1 a = G2, for some a ~ K. Thus a maps the three 
fixed points of H into three points, P1, P2, P3, at least one of which is 
not one of the fixed points of H. But G2 - H implies G2 fixes the three 
fixed points of H and the points P~, i = 1, 2, 3. Thus, G2 fixes at least 
four points. If no three of them are collinear, then G2 is the identity. 
Otherwise, Gz is a group of homologies of order p. 
We now proceed to discuss the class of subgroups of order p in H 
under K, ignoring for the moment he homologies. First, K is generated 
by H and elements 
~= ~ , ~ ,= o 
0 0 
(fl and 7 induce the symmetric group on the three fixed points). Now, 
let 2 ~ F be a generator of the subgroup of F of order p: 2p = 1, 2 :~ t. 
For any subgroup G of H not consisting of homologies uch that 
f G1 = p, G can be assumed to be generated by an element 
a=diag(2 ,  2 k, 1), 
where k @ 1, p. For such an a, we conjugate by the six elements generated 
by fl and ~/and find that G must be conjugate to each of 
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G~ -~ (diag(2, 2 ~, 1)) 
where 
i~ {k, k -~, -- (k -- 1 ) , -  (k -- l) -~, k(k  -- 1) -~, k-~(k - 1)} 
(mod p). (5.4) 
For example, flail -1 -~ diag(2 -1, 2 k-~, 1) in PGL3(q). But the p -- 1 
power of this transformation is diag(2, ~-tk-1), 1), giving the third ele- 
ment of (5.4). The remainder are obtained similarly by conjugations and 
normalizations. Thus a typical class in H under K has six elements. 
There are two special cases, however. If k = 2 then i 6 {2, -- 1, 89 
because of a collapsing of the elements in (5.4). Moreover, this class 
contains the subgroups (of order p) of conics, for diag(2, 2 -1, 1) fixes the 
conic given by 
C= 0 . 
0 
The only other collapsing of (5.4) occurs when k = -- (k -- 1) -x (modp). 
This happens exactly when 31p -- I. In this case, i ~ {k, k-i}, where k 
and k -1 are the roots of 
x 2 -x -k  1 =0 (modp). 
To sum up, in H we have the conjugacy class of homologies containing 
the groups generated by diag(2, 2, 1), diag(2, 1, 1), and diag(1, 2, 1). 
Then there is the conjugacy class of subgroups of conics (k = 2). Further, 
when 3[p -- 1, there is the class corresponding to the solution to k ~ -- k 
+ 1 ~-0 (modp). Finally, the remaining groups (diag(2, 2 k, 1)) fall 
into classes of six elements each, hence the formula of the lemma. 
As an application of the previous results we have the following theorem 
and its interesting corollary: 
5.5. THEOREM. Let G ~ PGLa(q), where [ G[ = p > 3, p a prime. 
Then: 
(i) ~pGLa(q)(G) is transitive on all the points (lines) o f  z~ wh&h occur 
in non-linear orbits under G. 
(ii) There exists a duality ~ o f  ~z which normalizes G. 
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PROOF : 
(i) Letp[q + 1, plq ~ + q + 1, orp]q -- 1. Then Z(G) (the centralizer 
of G) contains a cyclic group of order q2 _ 1, q2 _[_ q + 1, or Z(G) 
contains H, respectively, and these groups all satisfy (i). I fp  ---- r, then (i) 
is trivially satisfied if ~ is an elation. Otherwise, let a be represented by 
the matrix A~ (see the proof of 5.2). The fixed elements of a are the point 
F(1, 0, 0) and the line F(0, 0, 1). The matrix 
( 0ilyl 
commutes with A2 and sends the point F(0, 0, 1) to F(x, y, 1). Hence, 
Z(A2) is transitive on the non-linear points under tz. 
(ii) I f  p[q + 1 or p]q~ + q -k 1 there is only one class of groups of 
order p, and any duality 6 of n fixes this class. For such a group G, 
OG6 -1 = flGf1-1 for some /3 ~ PGL3(q), and then/3-16 is a duality nor- 
malizing G. Similarly, i fp  = r, then the two classes of groups of order p 
are each fixed by any duality since the elations are. Finally, let Plq -- 1. 
It is sufficient to show that there is a duality which normalizes G if 
G _~ H. We shall construct a duality which normalizes every cyclic sub- 
group of H. For let tz ~ H be represented on the points of n by the dia- 
gonal matrix A. Then c~ is represented on the lines of z~ by (A-l) T ---- A 1. 
Let 6 be the duality which maps the point F(x, y, z) onto the line F(x, y,z) 
for every (x, y, z). Then 6~-1  is represented on the points of n by 
(A-l) ~ = A -1, so Oa0-1 = c~ -1, and (~<0~)(~ -1~-  <(Z), completing the 
proof of the theorem. 
As a corollary to (5.5) and (4.12) we have the following interesting 
result: 
5.6. COROLLARY. Let G c_ PGL3(q), [ G [ =p,  a prime. Then every non- 
linear point and line orbit of G has the same sets I, {n~}, and {ti}. 
The remainder of this section will be devoted to specific examples of 
groups in ( I I )  arising out of finite Desarguesian planes. For the plane of 
order q, we will consider the cases t G ] ---- p, G c PGLs(q), omitting the 
cases which can arise as automorphisms of GF(q). The trivial cases, 
where G has only linear orbits, or where G is a subgroup of a conic 
(so I = {2}), we shall not be interested in. Thus from 5.2 we can dis- 
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regard the case p = r. Also, since there is only one class of groups of 
order p where Plq 4- 1, and since conics contain q § 1 points, and their 
groups are transitive, we know that the class for PIq § 1 is also trivial. 
The two cases of interest, then are: ( i)p]q -- 1 and (i i)plq 2 -+- q + 1. 
The examples were computed as follows: 
(i) Letp[q -- 1 and let 2 ~ F ~ GF(q) have orderp.  Identify the points 
of ~ not on the line F(0, 0, 1) with the ordinary affine plane over F, 
i.e., F(x, y, 1)~ (x, y). Similarly, elements of  H are identified with 
affine transformations by diag(#, v, l)~-+diag(/t, ~). Finally, let G---- (a}, 
with a ~-- diag(2, 2k), where k determines the class of G(see 5.3). For 
any point P0 = (x, y) not on the x-axis or the y-axis, let P i = ai(Po), 
for 0 < i < p. The slope of the line determined by P0 and Pi (i > 0) is 
~t ki -- 1 
ml -  2 i _  1 ' 
and from the set {mi}, the ni's can be obtained directly. 
(ii) Let plq 2 q- q -t- 1, and represent V3(F) by K = GF(q 3) over F. 
The points of ~, then, can be considered elements of K*/F*. I f  a is in K*, 
ap = 1, then the mapping x--~ xa induces a collineation of order p 
in z~ [10]. For each i, 1 ~< i < p, we can write 
P i~a i '~  (a i ,b i ,c i ) ,  where a i ,b~,c~F,  and (P ia  ~)  
by means of a field table [2, 3], where Po ~ 1 ~ (0, 0, 1). For each i, 
1 < i <p ,  one can write down a non-zero vector perpendicular to 
(0, 0, 1) and (a~, b~, ci) and this gives the equation of the line Li generat- 
ed by (0, 0, 1) and (a~, b~i, c0. Checking this set {L~}, then, gives the 
ni's directly. 
Table 1 summarizes some examples computed as outlined above. 
Observe that there are several instances in the table in which a group G 
has associated with it the set I ---- {2}, even though G is not a group of a 
conic. In these cases, we are observing the transitive p-arcs which are 
not subsets of  conics. In the example p = 31, q ---- 32, and ~ a 31-arc, 
one can show that ~ is contained in an oval which is not obtained from 
any conic [9]. 
Two papers on the subject of  collineation groups are to appear 
shortly in Math. Zeit. and may be of interest to the reader. The first 
is by H.P. Dembowski  and F. Piper, and the second is by F. Piper. 
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TABLE 1. EXASIPLES 
p q Type I {ni} 
7 4 (ii) {3} {3}* 
8 (i) {3) {3)* 
11 23 (i) {2, 3) {4, 3} 
67 (i) {2} {10} 
89 (i) {2} {10) 
13 3 (ii) {4) {4)* 
27 (i) {4}, {2, 3} {4}*, {6, 3} 
53 (i) {2}, {2, 3} {12}, {6, 3} 
79 (i) {2}, {2} {12}, {12} 
17 103 (i) {2, 3}, {2, 3} {10, 3}, {10, 3} 
19 7 (ii) {3, 4} {3, 4} 
23 47 (i) {2, 3}, {2, 3}, {2, 3} {I0, 6}, {16, 3}, 
{16, 3}. 
31 5 (ii) {6) {6}* 
32 (i) {2}, {3}, {2), {3}, {30}, {15}, {30}, 
{2, 5) {15}, {10, 5). 
* A subplane is formed by ~ and ~3 (~). 
Type (i) indicates p I q -- 1 and type (ii), p [ qa -i- q q- 1. The notation is straight- 
forward. For example, when p = 13, q = 27, there are two non-trivial classes of 
subgroups of order 13. One has I = {4} and n4 = 4 (giving a subplane) and the other 
has 1 = {2, 3} and n2 = 6, n8 = 3. For type (i) cases, if 3 [ p -- 1, the class containing 
diag(;t, 2 k, 1) for k S ~ -- 1 (modp} is listed first. 
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